
 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Take a series of 10 photographs of bugs. 

SUCCESS CRITERIA 

Use your phone, camera or an ipad 

Consider composition/take some close ups (look up The Boyle family) / experiment 

with colour.  

STEAMPUNK 

Inspired by Steam punk artist IGOR VERNY creates articulated sculptures of bugs. Research 

Steampunk and IGOR VERNY’s work and design a steampunk bug. If you have the resources 

create your design in collage or assemblage. 

SUCCESS CRITERIA- Document your research show of your skills and explain ideas. 

Visit;  https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2020/05/igor-verny-steampunk-sculptures/ 

 

MAKING FACES 

Illustrator RICHARD WILKINSON imagines new insect species inspired by familiar faces from 

popular culture. Some of his recent work includes bugs design from cartoon characters. Have a 

look at his work and produce your own. Draw your design in biro  

SUCCESS CRITERIA -Source an image of a bug and print a faint image out and then work over the 

top)  

Visit; https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/06/pop-culture-insects/ 

 

NATALIE MACINTYRE-CLOSE UP 

NATALIE MACINTYRE is an artist who specialises in drawing insects. Her work is influenced by her 

interest in museum collections. Some of her works depict detailed close ups of bugs. Create a 

close up of a bug. SUCCESS CRITERIA- Use black pen or in. Map in basic shapes first then add tone 

and texture through mark making. You may be able to use one of your own photos from task 1. 

Visit; https://www.jacksonsart.com/blog/2016/04/27/natalie-mcintyre/ 

SCIENCE FICTION- Read this article about tardigrades on the moon.  
https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/amp/newsbeat-49265125 

Tardigrades are very unusual in appearance and extremely resilient. Imagine if they did survive on the 

moon’s surface... and then began to mutate. What would they look like? Would the reduced gravity 

change their shape? How would they adapt to their new environment? Present a drawing, painting, 

model, book cover illustration or movie poster design  

SUCCESS CRITERIA- Be imaginative use biology and your previous insect studies as a source of inspiration.  
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